
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The future was better in the past:  
the triumphal march of nuclear energy was imminent, reactor-operated rockets and 
nuclear aircraft were developed and cars were soon to travel 8000 km with just one 
tank of fuel (uranium!).  
Transistors allowed the production of ever smaller radios and soon fans would be able 
to listen to their favorite music even on the beach. The computer for private use, 
however, the experts agreed, would never prevail.  
Science fiction television series showed that the peaceful coexistence of the earth's 
population with that of other planets is possible and the last frontier had shifted from 
the Wild West to space: JFK, lunar program, Apollo mission.  
 
On “Cowboys & Cosmonauts”, LOS SANTOS pay homage to the space fantasies and 
the sound of the 1960s. They combine shimmering organs, analog effects, guitars 
with a lot of twang, exotic rhythms, the occasional use of a horn section and 
enchanting duet singing with stories of spaceships, the search for happiness in the 
depths of space and of great love and burning passion that unfortunately triggers an 
atomic chain reaction.  
 
In between, LOS SANTOS again and again show with an earthly love song or a dirty 
little dance number that they still have their feet firmly on the ground. 
 
This album builds a bridge between cowboys & cosmonauts, between country and 
cumbia, rumba and rock’n’roll, surf and ska, capitalism and communism, between 
Bonanza and Star Trek. 
  
 
 
Joscha Brettschneider - electric guitars  
Stefan Hiss - vocals, accordion, organ  
Bernd Öhlenschläger - drums  
Lucia Schlör - vocals  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